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Thomson Reuters Checkpoint has always exempli�ed innovation in the �elds of tax
and accounting. Utilizing the latest advances in arti�cial intelligence, machine
learning and cognitive computing technologies, Thomson Reuters is proud to
introduce Checkpoint Edge. This newly enhanced Checkpoint interface allows �rms
to get faster answers to complex tax and accounting issues enabling them to save
both time and money, but most importantly better serve their clients.

Backed by the power of AI algorithms, Checkpoint Edge gets more intelligent with
every search based on interactions from over 200,000 unique users annually.
Furthermore, �rms can feel con�dent that their staff are only accessing the most
reliable and veri�ed sites in conducting research as Checkpoint Edge provides users
the ability to search Checkpoint, IRS.gov, AICPA, EY and Deloitte among other
trusted sources simultaneously.

This new user interface is so intuitive that staff can easily ask questions and get the
answers they need without any upfront decision making on what sources are
applicable. Simply put, subscribers will use it just as they would any internet search
provider, which increases the use from more junior or digitally native staff, removing
the burden of senior staff to �nd all the answers. Checkpoint Edge search capability
goes beyond results to suggest relevant expert insights and analysis which means you
can get back to your clients with the right answers in less time.

========

See all of the winners, �nalists and nominees in the 2019 Tax & Accounting
Innovation Awards.
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